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As Great Resetter Bill Gates Doubles
Down on Digital IDs, Critic Warns of
‘Gravest Technological Threat’ to
Liberty
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation this month announced $200 million in
new funding — part of an overall $1.27 billion commitment in support of “global
health and development projects” that include creating a global digital ID
system.
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NOQ Report Is Moving to AmericaFirstReport.com

This article was originally published by The Defender — Children’s Health
Defense’s News & Views Website.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) this month said it will invest $200
million in digital ID projects, encompassing “digital public infrastructure,
including civil registry databases and digital ID” to help meet the 2030 target
date for reaching the United Nation’s (UN) Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

The $200 million in new funding — part of an overall $1.27 billion commitment
by the BMGF in support of “global health and development projects,” is closely
tied to Goal 16.9 of the SDGs, for which “digital identity programs are
supposedly needed,” Reclaim the Net reported.

The funding adds to several existing BMFG-supported global digital ID
initiatives, even as such initiatives come under fire for violating people’s right to
privacy.
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Michael Rectenwald, author of “Google Archipelago: The Digital Gulag and the
Simulation of Freedom,” said that far from promoting an improved digital
infrastructure or “global health and development,” digital identity will have more
onerous applications.

Rectenwald told The Defender:

“Of all the other means of identifying and tracking subjects, digital identity
poses perhaps the gravest technological threat to individual liberty yet
conceived.

“It has the potential to trace, track and surveil subjects and to compile a
complete record of all activity, from cradle to grave.”
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Rectenwald said these more onerous applications of digital identity are what
the BMGF and other similar entities find appealing:

“Digital identity will serve as a means of coercion and enforced compliance
with the outrageous demands of a vaccine regime that will have no end.

“It is no wonder that the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is funding this
invasive, rights-abrogating technology, given Gates’ investments, both
financially and ideologically, in coercive neo-Malthusian and arguably
eugenics-friendly methods.”

Report claims biometric technologies required for
‘equitable redistribution of wealth and resources’
Commenting on the $200 million investment, the BMGF said:

America needs better media sources. Even many in conservative or
alternative media are compromised by Big Tech. Learn why we’re
launching Discern.tv and help if you have the means.

“This funding will help expand infrastructure that low and middle-income
countries can use to become more resilient to crises such as food
shortages, public health threats, and climate change, as well as to aid in
pandemic and economic recovery.”

Additionally, according to the BMGF, such infrastructure “encompasses tools
such as interoperable payment systems, digital ID, data-sharing systems, and
civil registry databases.”

The announcement came during the two-day Goalkeepers event in New York
City held in parallel with the annual session of the UN General Assembly, and
one week after the release of the BMGF’s “Goalkeepers Report” for 2022.

The 2022 Goalkeepers Report warned that progress toward achieving most
SDGs by 2030 is off track, in part due to a myriad of global crises in the past
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two years that reversed previous progress in meeting the targets.

The report also highlighted biometrics as one of the technologies required to
achieve the equitable redistribution of wealth and resources in economically
developing countries — a goal also contained within the SDGs.

Participants in this year’s Goalkeepers event — the first held in person since
2019 — stressed the need for a renewed commitment to meeting the
SDGs by the 2030 target.

BMGF CEO Mark Suzman, speaking at the event, said:

“We can get back on track toward the SDGs, but it’s going to take a new
level of collaboration and investment from every sector.
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“That’s why our foundation is significantly stepping up our commitment to
helping confront crises now and ensure long-term impact across critical
determinants of health and development.”

Gates, BMGF, Microsoft involved in multiple global digital
ID initiatives
Gates is invested in digital ID initiatives around the world, not only through the
BMGF but also personally and through Microsoft.

For instance, the BMGF is a supporter of MOSIP, an India-based open-source
digital ID platform.

On its website, MOSIP provides “a robust scalable and inclusive foundational
identity program” and “an open source platform on which national foundational
IDs are built.”

These platforms, claims MOSIP, help “governments and other user
organizations implement a digital, foundational identity system in a cost
effective way.”

The BMGF is also a partner of Gavi, The Vaccine Alliance, which in 2018,
through its INFUSE (innovation for uptake, scale and equity in immunization)
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initiative, advocated in favor of digital IDs for kids:

“Imagine a future in which all children have access to life-saving vaccines
no matter where they live — a future in which parents and health workers
ensure their timely vaccination, a future in which they have their own
digitally stored health record that cannot be lost or stolen, a future in
which, regardless of gender, economic or social standing, this record
allows each child (and parents) to have access to a bank account, go to
school, access services and ultimately build a prosperous life.

“This future is possible today. With the latest advances in digital
technologies that enable more effective ways to register, identify births
and issue proof of identity and authentication for access to services — we
are on the brink of building a healthier and more prosperous future for the
world’s most vulnerable children.”

This would be accomplished by “calling for innovations that leverage new
technologies to modernize the process of identifying and registering the
children who are most in need of life-saving vaccines.”

The INFUSE initiative supports a digital ID for children from the moment they
are born, claiming that “digital records can make it convenient to track a child’s
vaccines and eliminate unnecessary paperwork.”

According to INFUSE, as children grow, “their digital health card can be used
to access secondary services, such as primary school, or ease the process of
obtaining alternative credentials.”

“The digital health card could, depending on country needs and readiness,
potentially become the first step in establishing a legal, broadly recognized
identity,” INFUSE concluded.

https://leohohmann.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/2018-infuse-call-for-innovation-1.pdf
https://zstacklife.com/freedom
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Investigative reporter Leo Hohmann described the initiative as “all about data
collection,” having “nothing to do with health” but instead bringing “the current
generation of children into the blossoming global digital identity system.”

Gavi, in turn, closely collaborates with the ID2020 Alliance, founded in 2016,
which claims to advocate in favor of “ethical, privacy-protecting approaches to
digital ID,” adding that “doing digital ID right means protecting civil liberties,
and claims to support “ethical, privacy-protecting approaches to digital ID.”

Microsoft is a founding member of the ID2020 alliance (in 2018) and appears
to partner with it, while Kim Gagné, ID2020’s board chairman, is a former
Microsoft executive.

Other founding partners of ID2020 include Gavi, the BMGF, the World Bank,
Accenture and the Rockefeller Foundation.

Bill Gates also backed Aktivate, a “software-as-a-service” platform that
“powers student-athlete administration for over 1,300 K-12 schools and 1.5
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million athletes across 30 states.”

Aktivate recently generated controversy in one Florida school district, which
quietly made the platform mandatory for the registration of student athletes,
before walking back this requirement.

Gates has drawn fire in India for his support and funding of various digital ID
schemes there.

For instance, on his personal blog, Gates praised Aadhaar, a national digital
identification card system launched in 2009, which today is the world’s largest
biometric identification system.

Gates described Aadhaar as “a valuable platform for delivering social welfare
programs and other government services” — and Nandan Nilekani, who
developed the Aadhaar system and now works with the World Bank Group to
help other countries develop similar schemes.

The Aadhaar identification number was linked with numerous public and private
services, including the opening of bank accounts, verification of electoral
identity, filing income tax returns, making digital payments, receiving
government pensions, subsidies and welfare payments and registration of
mobile SIM cards.

Aadhaar generated controversy in India over the government’s plans to link it
to the national voter database, and the alleged coercion of HIV patients to
submit their Aadhaar numbers, leading them to drop out of treatment
programs due to privacy concerns.
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Gates has dismissed privacy concerns surrounding Aadhaar, stating that
“Aadhaar in itself doesn’t pose any privacy issue because it’s just a bio ID
verification scheme,” adding that “We [the BMGF] have funded the World
Bank to take this Aadhaar approach to other countries.”
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A counterpart system to Aadhaar, the Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission — a
system that would complement Aadhaar by providing a unique digital health
ID to all citizens and would be linked to their personal health records — was
launched in 2021.

Gates also publicly praised this platform, claiming it will help “ensure equitable,
accessible healthcare delivery and accelerate progress on India’s health
goals.”

The BMGF gave the Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission a $350,690 grant to
support its “rollout and strengthening,” despite concerns regarding privacy,
informed consent and data leakage.

A report released July 2022 by New York University’s Center for Human Rights
and Global Justice entitled “Paving the Road to Hell? A Primer on the Role of
the World Bank and Global Networks in Promoting Digital ID” specifically linked
digital ID programs such as Aadhaar to “severe and large-scale human rights
violations.”
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According to the report, such digital ID programs “may in fact exacerbate pre-
existing forms of exclusion and discrimination in public and private services”
and “may furthermore lead to novel forms of harm, including biometric
exclusion, discrimination, and the many harms associated with surveillance
capitalism.”

The report added that the benefits of digital ID are “ill-defined” and “poorly
documented,” and their repercussions may be “severe and potentially
irreversible,” adding that the “ultimate objective” of such programs is to
“facilitate economic transactions and private sector service delivery while also
bringing new, poorer, individuals into formal economies and ‘unlocking’ their
behavioral data.”

The same report also highlighted the role of entities such as the World Bank in
promoting digital ID schemes — highlighting broader efforts to continue
developing such programs despite the controversy they have created.

Commenting on the report, Rectenwald said:

Survival ProTip: Some of the best survival gear can be found at
camping retailers. With summer fading, take advantage of sales on
camping gear that can help you survive if the crap hits the fan.

“Integrated with a kind of social credit scoring system like the one
supposed to be in place in China, as well as a vaccine passport, the digital
identity could serve as a definitive means for political profiling, for
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perfecting the means of political cancellation already a part of Western
life.”

This article was originally published by The Defender — Children’s Health
Defense’s News & Views Website under Creative Commons license CC BY-
NC-ND 4.0. Please consider subscribing to The Defender or donating to
Children’s Health Defense.
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Most “Conservative” News Outlets Are on the
Big Tech Teat

Not long ago, conservative media was not beholden to anyone. Today,
most sites are stuck on the Big Tech gravy train.

I’ll keep this short. The rise of Pandemic Panic Theater, massive voter fraud,
and other “taboo” topics have neutered a majority of conservative news sites.
You’ll notice they are very careful about what topics they tackle. Sure, they’ll
attack Critical Race Theory, Antifa, and the Biden-Harris regime, but you won’t
see them going after George Soros, Bill Gates, the World Economic Forum, or
the Deep State, among others.

The reason is simple. They are beholden to Big Tech, and Big Tech doesn’t
allow certain topics to be discussed or they’ll cut you off. Far too many
conservative news outlets rely on Google, Facebook, and Twitter for the bulk
of their traffic. They depend on big checks from Google ads to keep the sites
running. I don’t necessarily hold it against them. We all do what we need to do
to survive. I just wish more would do like we have, which is to cut out Big Tech
altogether.

We don’t get Google checks. We don’t have Facebook or Twitter buttons on
our stories. We don’t have a YouTube Channel (banned), an Instagram profile
(never made one), or a TikTok (no thanks, CCP). We’re not perfect, but we’re
doing everything we can to not owe anything to anyone… other than our
readers. We owe YOU the truth. We owe YOU the facts that others won’t
reveal about topics that others won’t tackle. And we owe America, this great
land that allows us to take hold of these opportunities.

Like I said, I don’t hold other conservative sites under too much scrutiny over
their choices. It’s easy for people to point fingers when we’re not the ones
paying their bills or supporting their families. I just wish there were more who
would make the bold move. Today, only a handful of other major conservative
news outlets have broken free from the Big Tech teat. Of course, we need
help.
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opinions to the people is by donating. We appreciate everything, whether a
dollar or $10,000. Anything brings us closer to a point of stability when we can
hire writers, editors, and support staff to make the America First message
louder. Our Giving Fuel page makes it easy to donate one-time or monthly.
Alternatively, you can donate through PayPal or Bitcoin as well. Bitcoin:
3A1ELVhGgrwrypwTJhPwnaTVGmuqyQrMB8
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NOQ Report
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Based Underground

Uncanceled News

Our Gold Guy

We are also building partnerships with great conservative sites like The Liberty
Daily and The Epoch Times to advance the message as loudly as possible,
and we’re always looking for others with which to partner.

Some of our content is spread across multiple sites. Other pieces of content
are unique. We write most of what we post but we also draw from those willing
to allow us to share their quality articles, videos, and podcasts. We collect the
best content from fellow conservative sites that give us permission to republish
them. We’re not ego-driven; I’d much rather post a properly attributed story
written by experts like Dr. Joseph Mercola or Natural News than rewrite it like
so many outlets like to do. We’re not here to take credit. We’re here to spread
the truth.

While donations are the best way to help, you can also support us by buying
through our sponsors:

MyPillow: Use promo code “NOQ” to get up to 66% off AND you’ll be
helping a patriotic, America First company.

https://noqreport.givingfuel.com/noq-report
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ZStack: Improve your immune system with the Z-Stack protocol or
rejuvenate your body from vaccines or shedding with Z-DTox by Dr.
Vladimir Zelenko.

OurGoldGuy: Tell them JD sent you in your request to buy gold and it will
help us… AND (wait for it) you’ll be helping a patriotic, America First
company.

MyPatriotSupply: Stock up on long-term food, survival gear, and other
things that you’ll need just in case things don’t recover and we keep
heading towards apocalypse.

We know we could make a lot more money if we sold out like so many
“conservative” publications out there. You won’t find Google ads on our site for
a reason. Yes, they’re lucrative, but I don’t like getting paid by minions of
Satan (I don’t like Google very much if you couldn’t tell).

Time is short. As the world spirals towards The Great Reset, the need for
truthful journalism has never been greater. But in these times, we need as
many conservative media voices as possible. Please help keep NOQ Report
and the other sites in the network going. Our promise is this: We will never
sell out America. If that means we’re going to struggle for a while or even
indefinitely, so be it. Integrity first. Truth first. America first.

Thank you and God Bless,
JD Rucker

Bitcoin: 32SeW2Ajn86g4dATWtWreABhEkiqxsKUGn

Covid variant BA.5 is spreading. It appears milder but much

more contagious and evades natural immunity. Best to

boost your immune system with new Z-Dtox and Z-Stack

nutraceuticals from our dear friend, the late Dr. Vladimir

Zelenko.
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Why We “Moderate” a Commentor’s First Post

There are two things I absolutely despise as it pertains to article
comments. The first is censorship. We allow people to post pretty much
whatever they want as long as it’s relevant. We don’t censor so-called
“hate speech” and we definitely do not censor dissenting views. The
second thing I despise is spam/malware. Comment sections … Continue
reading
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